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Abstract
Nursing is a very diverse, fast-paced, and demanding profession. The aspects of
perioperative nursing are further influenced by the multidisciplined professions that take
part in the team-focused approach to patient care. One facet that grossly affects the team
approach to patient care in the perioperative setting is lateral violence. The focus of this
project is to develop an education module to address lateral violence in the perioperative
setting, Travelbee's human-to-human relationship theory provides the framework for this
project. Additional topics examined are basic concepts of lateral violence and the
ramifications on the patient and nursing professionals. lnformation revealed in the
literafure review includes identification of lateral violence, skills for verbally addressing
perpetrators of lateral violence, implications for nursing practice and leadership, and
evaluation are addressed in this project.
Kelwords.' education module, human-to-human relationship theory, Joyce Travelbee,
lateral violence, oppressed group theory, perioperative nursing,
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CHAPTER ONE: lntroduction
Research regarding lateral violence has been sfudied in the perioperative setting
for several decades. The focus of much of the research has been on the lived experiences
associated with lateral violence, as well as the necessary responses to its occurrence by
nurse administrators and nurse managers. Many terms are synonymous with lateral
violence. Workplace violence, bullying, workplace aggression, disruptive behavior,
horizontal violence, and lateral violence are all synonymous. For the terms of this project,
the term lateral violence will be used. Lateral violence is defined as "nurses overtly or
covertly directing their dissatisfaction inward toward oneself, those less powerful than
themselves, and or each other" (Griffin, 2A04, p. 258). Some examples of lateral violence
include verbal remarks, withholding information, scapegoating, and undermining a
person's capacity to do their job.
In addition acts of lateral violence may include passive aggressive behavior,
failure to directly resolve conflicts, and complaining about a person to others, but
disregarding to speak to that person directly. Lateral violence occurs when a nurse
ignores a fellow nurses' privacy and confidence through gossip or fails to include other
nurses in key conversations, such as patient briefings, surgeons' recommendations,
nursing reports, and hand-off communication. The consequences of lateral violence to the
nursing workforce as well as the individual are devastating. It is generally accepted that
there might be a direct link between episodes of violence and aggression toward nurses
and sick leave, burnout, and poor recruitment and retention rates (Griffin, 2004). Acts of
lateral violence may appear to be covert, subtle, and minimal; however these acts can
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cause overwhelming emotional, physical, and financial damage to patients, nurses, and
organizations.
Being a victim of lateral violence, induces emotional stress which can lead to
somatic and physical symptoms of ill health. According to Kivimaki et al. (2000) a strong
association between workplace bullying and subsequent depressions suggests that
bullying is an etiological factor for mental health problems. Nurses must be cognizant of
lateral violence and take action once it is noticed. Unaddressed incidents of lateral
violence contribute to nurse job dissatisfaction, decreased colleague morale, and
decreased nurse retention. Job dissatisfaction is widely regarded as the primary
contributor to turnover among nurses (Lindy & Schaefer,20l0). Costs associated with
nursing turnover range from $22,000-$64,000 per nurse (Jones & Gates, 2007). An
additional consequence of lateral violence is seen in the nurse's time spent away from
providing patient care in order to deal with the effects of lateral violence; thus making the
patient an invisible victim of lateral violence. The time nurses spend away from patient
care continues to grow due to the current increased occurrences and tolerance of lateral
violence in the perioperative setting,
Overall acceptance of lateral violence currently thrives among perioperative
nurses. When behavior is persistent in a culture for an extended duration, it is seen as
customary (Bartholomew, 2006). Constant disregard for lateral violence anchors it as an
indigenous act in the operating room. Phrases such as: nurses eat their young; you need to
have a thick skin to work here; and this is the way it has always been, are commonplace
in some nurse work settings. These utterances are often the first exposure a novice nurse
may have in the operating room. Despite their prevalence, the aforementioned statements
2
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habitually go unaddressed. This pattern of conflict avoidance may be rooted in the nature
of nursing work itself, as well as in the history of the profession (Gordon,2005, p.29fi.
Conflict avoidance may be perpefuated by the historical nurse maiden view of nursing as
a subservient role, where tasks are done and not questioned. Disregarding acts of lateral
violence promotes the actions as a cultural norm within the nursing profession.
Teamwork is considered vital to the success of an operating room. Teamwork has
been identified as the cornerstone of efficiency and part of good surgical outcomes
(Sigurdsson, 2001). Acts of lateral violence destroy the culture of teamwork that is often
promoted, but frequently disregarded in the operating room. "Although the new
watchword in health care today is teamwork, nurses and their managers describe a
workplace that is made up of a shifting cast of characters constantly on the move"
(Gordon,2005, p.290). The steady change of medical personnel is amptified at academic
medical hospitals. For example surgical residents that have finished medical school work
at academic medical hospitals as part of their specialized training beyond medical school,
During their residency surgical residents may come and go often and may not be
consistently present with the same surgical team dunng their surgical rotations. The
steady change of surgical residents is incongruent with establishing a properly formed
operating room team; an action that is desired by most in the medical setting.
The Joint Commission (2008), an accrediting body for healthcare organizations,
remarks that professionals within the healthcare arena must be educated, trained, and
encouraged to demonstrate desired team behaviors. The person consistently present and
unchanging for the perioperative patient in many academic medical organizations is the
perioperative nurse and surgeon. Often the perioperative nurse is the glue that keeps the
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remaining surgical team together during the change of surgical residents. The American
College of Surgeons (ACS, 2004) states "surgeons view nurses as partners in patient
care, and especially in the critical care and operating room" (p.21).. In order to recruit
and maintain nurses within this highly specialized field, it is essential that furure
education and training regarding staff satisfaction center on the cohesive member of the
perioperative team: the nurse.
A continued effort and focus on patient care and staff satisfaction sumounds the
nurses' role in defining and creating a culture of safety for themselves, their colleagues
and their patients. One responsibility of the nurse is to identify when acts of lateral
violence occur. Although correction of physician issues is organizationally driven? nurses
must take the lead in addressing the lateral violence or bullying behaviors that occur in
their own profession to hold themselves and their nursing colleagues responsible (Bigony
et a1., 2009). It is crucial for the perioperative nurse to acquire an awareness and
understanding of the concept, occuffences, and ramifications of lateral violence present
within their profession. With a greater cognitive awareness of the occuffences and effects
of lateral violence in the perioperative arena, nurses will be able to identify, address and
extinguish incidences of lateral violence. Once these actions of lateral violence are
identified, the nurse will have a greater opporfunity to utilize their time productively in
providing for their patient. As a result the patient wi[1 be an indirect benefactor of
decreased acts of lateral violence. Therefore the purpose of this project is to create an
employee education module for perioperative nurses to raise awareness of lateral
violence and its negative effects in the perioperative setting at a Midwestern academic
medical center. The education module will be called the Lateral Violence Education
4
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Module, The ability to create a culture of change is an underlying goal for participants of
the Lateral Violence Education Module.
Significance of the Project
Patient safety and staff satisfaction are some of the key components used to
measure success in medical organizations. Both of these aspects of success are influenced
negatively by lateral violence. This author has witnessed acts of lateral violence regularly
within his own work unit. Acts of sabotage, backbiting, and broken confidences are
witnessed on a daily basis by this author within his work unit.
Recognizing the significance of lateral violence, the Center for American l.,lurses
(2011) has issued statements regarding the need for greater education and assistance for
nurses to identify and handle disruptive behavior and lateral violence in professional
practice. tn addition the Association of peri0perative Registered Nurses (2011)
acknowledges that disruptive behavior prevents crucial communication that is needed to
provide the best patient care possible. AORI'{ has implemented position statements
encouraging all perioperative team members to confront individuals on their acts of
lateral violence. This belief of immediate action to identify and address acts of lateral
violence is echoed by the American Association of Nurse Anesthetists (AANA). The
AAI\IA issued a position statement acknowledging that staff education and training are
critical components to prevent or appropriately deal with disruptive behaviors and lateral
violence (AANA, 20ll). Also The American College of Surgeons (ACS) has recognized
that there is decreased job satisfaction among some perioperative nursing staff. In their
2004 position statement regarding nurse workforce, the ACS recognizes nurses as
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partners in patientcare; the ACS goes on to recommend that importance must be given to
building and maintaining positive relationships among nurses and surgeons. The position
statement by ACS is a demonstration of support to the perioperative nursing profession.
Creation of an education module pertaining to lateral violence will address the concerns
of the AORN, AANA, ACS, CAN and other professional nursing organizations.
One identifiable barrier to effective patient care and staff satisfaction is lateral
violence. Acts of lateral violence are reducible; despite this fact, acts of lateral violence
continue to thrive due to lack of proper education. Properly presenting educational
training for perioperative nurses regarding the existence of lateral violence will give
nursing professionals a greater sense of control and understanding over the environment
in which they work. This new found knowledge will improve the work environment for
the nurse and patient.
Contribution to Frlursing Knowledge
Several factors can be attributed to the lack of knowledge about lateral violence
among nursing professionals. The day to day practices associated with the operating
room remain largely unknown to the rest of the nursing profession. The nature of work
for the perioperative registered nurse can be stressful. [t may be assumed that the lateral
violence in the operating room only occurs in fast paced, high demand areas of surgery,
such as in trauma and emergent procedures. Other nursing professionals may believe that
lateral violence has a greater prominence in highly technical areas, such as in
cardiovascular or neurosurgical procedures; however this is not the case. Lateral violence
6
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is prevalent in all areas of surgery including fast paced, highly specialized surgeries and
slow paced, low technical procedures.
Lateral violence is further perpetuated by the multidisciplinary team that is
involved in the care of the perioperative patient. Professional groups tend to cling to their
individual identities. Role identity is derived from identification with a particular body of
knowledge and professional autonomy (Hudson, 2002). The perioperative team may
consist of persons with varying degrees of education, technical training, and years of
profbssional experience. For instance a surgical technologist may work in the operating
room with as little as one year of formalized education, while a board certified surgeon or
anesthesiologist may have ten years of time invested in their profession prior to
practicing independently in the operating room. According to the ACS (2012) a board
certified physician specialist must complete medical school, followed by three to eight
years of speciahzed training in their intended area to demonstrate the appropriate
acquisition of knowledge and skill required to practice in their surgical area. Educational
training for registered nurses varies from 2 to 4 years. In addition very few registered
nursing education programs devote curriculum or training to prepare fufure nurses to
work in the area of perioperative nursing. Nursing education programs prepare nurses to
practice in a general nursing area and lack the specialized training that is present in
formal medical education programs. Role identity conflict is not the only driving factor in
causing lateral violence among perioperative personnel.
Through personal observation, this author believes that geographic isolation of the
operating room from almost all others areas of nursing care, contributes to perpetuating
acts of lateral violence. The physical separation of operating rooms from all other areas
a
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of a hospital or clinic is done to adhere to aseptic technique, control patient traffic, and
eliminate outside organisms and bacteria from entering the sterile environment of the
operating room" The geographical separation of most operating rooms from the rest of the
hospital further hides the existence and occurrences of lateral violence in operating room
fiom the general nursing community.
The implementation of an educational module will better equip the perioperative
registered nurse to address both the existence and identification of lateral violence.
Furthermore the module will serve to empower perioperative registered nurses to take
ownership and accountability for creating the environment in which they work. "W'hen
the pride and esteem of a few nurses soars, it raises the esteem of the entire
group"(Bartholomew, 2006, p. 148). The empowerment of the perioperative registered
nurse can lead to increased job satisfaction for themselves and the entire perioperative
team. Ultimately the patient becomes the indirect benefactor of the newly empowered
registered nurse.
An education module can assist the perioperative registered nurse with creating an
emotional and physical environment that is best for the execution of proper surgical care.
Embree and White (2010) found that organizations must ascertain how to eradicate
behavior that leads to lateral violence and endow nurses with the aptifude and systems to
abolish lateral violence in order to improve the nursing environment, patient satisfaction,
and the nurse retention rate. By identifying and addressing psychological and physical
barriers associated with Iateral violence, the registered nurse can assist with keeping the
perioperative team focused on the most important person in the operating room: the
patient.
8
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Cook, Green, and Topp (2001) found that both training in assertiveness and
communication skills confirm effective intervention in decreasing hostile actions in the
operating room. An education module can provide the opporfunity for the perioperative
registered nurse to discover and nurfure their own leadership abilities among their
professional colleagues. The intrinsic factors of fear, hopelessness, and disempowerment
that keep the registered nurse from speaking up during times of team conflict must be
addressed. Once these factors are addressed registered nurses will gain better insight into
both their abilities and inadequacies in handling the stressors that accompany lateral
violence. A nursing theoretical framework will be incorporated into the development of
the Lateral Violence Education Module to assist with gaining insight into the intrinsic
factors associated lateral violence.
Theoretical l\ursing Foundation
Travelbee (1971) describes the human-to-human relationship theory of Nursing,
and how it relates with the interpersonal aspects of nursing. The pnnciple of the theory is
to aid an individual or family to avoid or manage the experience of an illness or distress
and to ultimately help the individual or family find significance in those experiences.
Fulfillment in life is one of the best barriers against emotional instability according to
Travelbee's theory. Several major concepts are explored and defined in Travelbee's
theory including pain, meaning, suffering, hope, communication and self.-therapy. Hope
is characterized by six facets: dependence on other people, future orientation, escape
routes, desire to complete a task or have an experience, confidence that others will be
there when needed, and the acknowledgment of fears and moving forward towards a goal
(Travelbee, 1 97l). The additional major concepts include communication, self therapy,
9
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and guiding interventions. Communication is viewed as necessary for good nursing care.
Self-therapy is the ability to use consciousness and full awareness to create a relationship.
Guiding interventions is also major concept explored in the human-to-human relationship
theory. The idea of a nurse using a targeted intellectual approach to guide the care
experience is presented within Travelbee's human -to-human relationship Theory.
The human-to-human relationship theory depicts how the intention of nursing is
realized. The human-to-human relationship theory is not an automatic response or
occuffence for nursing care. The human-to-human relationship theory is instead
constructed every time there is a nurse interaction with others. The theory entails that the
nurse is cognizant of what she is doing, believing, contemplating, and experiencing when
working with another human being. The nurse makes interventions in full awareness,
utilizing all existing information and comprehension.
As the nurse and patient progress along the key phases of the human-to-human
relationship theory they will experience a mutual significance related to their progression.
The entire progression is reciprocal and results in what Travelbee referred to as rapport
(Travelbee, 197 L, pg 25). This rapport is essential to achieving any success with utilizing
the Human-to-human relationship theory.
Rapport is achieved through mutual progression while finding meaning in the
shared lived experiences of the nurse and the person requiring her care. This rapport is
established when the nurse and their patient advance through five phases. The phases are
the original encounter, emerging identities, empathy, sympathy, and rapport. An
illustration of the human-to-human relationship theory is attached ( Appendix A p5B).
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The original encounter is the first phase in the nurse- patient interaction when both the
nurse and patient are unknown to one another. The second phase of emerging identities is
where bias and preconceived ideas about the nurse and the patient are set aside. The
empathy and sensitivity phase involve the nurse and patient being aware of what each of
them bring to the human interactions among one another. Travelbe e (1971) suggests that
the establishment of rapport or relationship may progress at any rate of speed and can
include some regression at times within the varying four phases. If either the nurse or
other human being fail to progress forward toward rapport, then it is the responsibility of
the nurse to evaluate why progression is not occurring and intervene to ensure proper
progression in established.
The application of the human-to-human relationship theory will work well for
staff nurses that seek ways to collaborate with co-workers to come to a common ground
and understanding surrounding the culture they create together in the perioperative
environment. Utilizing Travelbee's theory will guide along the stages needed to
formulate and demonstrate rapport among colleagues, and provide the map for successful
teamwork.
Conclusion
By utilizing components and concepts present in the Human-to-human
relationship theory (Travelbee, l9l L), an education module will be constructed to address
lateral violence. Focusing on advocating for the patient and self, will allow operating
room Rurses to increase their awareness of the space they are creating on a continuing
basis during work. Travelbee's Theory of Nursing can help nurses develop more positive
Augsburglsl lzue ut)rary
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and meaningful job role perceptions (Cook, 1989). There are several themes that emerge
in environments where lateral violence thrives. These may include, fear, hopelessness,
distress, physical and or emotional pain, and lack of fulfillment. Perioperative nurses may
be aware of these themes as isolated occurrences, but fail to recognize the themes as
possible symptoms of prolonged exposure to lateral violence. The Lateral Violence
Education Module will support the perioperative nurses discovery of the symptoms of
exposure to lateral violence. Similar to finding meaning and establishing rapport as
described in the human-to-human relationship theory, the preoperative registered nurses
completing the educational module will find shared meaning with other nurses within
their work unit behind the pain, empathy, and sympathy that often accompanies acts of
lateral violence. The next chapter will identify the current literature that supports the need
for further education of perioperative nurses regarding the effects of lateral violence in
their profession.
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CHAPTER TWO: Review of Relevant Literature
This chapter focuses on reviewing literature relevant to the creation of an
education module on lateral violence for perioperative registered nurses. The examination
of lateral violence represents the acquisition of knowledge to benefit the nursing
profession. Much of the research identified in this literafure review comes from this
author's personal experience, and researchers within the nursing profession.
Nurses are guided in their practice by many standards and principles. One
undeniable beacon of truth in a nurse's profession is the practice acts set forth by their
professional organizations, such as The American Nurses Association (ANA). The AI{A
seeks out the proper way to assist and guide the practice of nursing that is congruent with
appropriate nursing care and aids nurses in handling the moral responsibilities that
accompany the role within the profession. The ANA Code of Ethics 2010 highlights that
a nurse must use respect when collahorating with all individuals in the profession and in
doing so preserves integrity and resolves conflict (American Nurses Association, 2010).
The standards represented in the ANA Code of Ethics supports professional nurses in
acknowledging the opinions and thoughts of all people within their profession, with the
understanding that all avenues of ideas and thoughts must be considered in order to
provide the highest quality of patient care. This ability to give due diligence to all persons
with whom a nurse interacts is a foundational behavior in the profession of nursing. Often
this interaction is considered to be a standard behavioral role for nursing providing care
among the general public.
A rudimentary definition of the word nurse is one who looks after, fosters, or
advises (Merriam-Webster,2012). This basic examination of the word nurse illustrates
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that the general public understands and expects a nurse to be both caring and informative.
Acts of lateral violence among nurses are viewed as converse to the perception of nurses
held by the general public. Nursing consistently scores highest among the top professions
demonstrating honesty and ethics as voted by the general public (Gallup, 201 I ). There is
great irony in a profession that has garnered it accolades in a foundation of caring for
others, yet continues to carry on with actions that destroy their own professional kin.
Nurses are taught to be vigilant caregivers, open listeners, and patient advocates; however
nursing professionals have failed to utilize these same skills when working and caring for
one another in our daily interactions. This general oversight of proper collaboration
among nursing professionals is not a newly found occurrence.
The topic of lateral violence has been discussed in nursing literature for over fwo
decades (Cox, l99l ; Farrell, 1997; Roberts, 1983). One reason lateral violence has
thrived is due lack of research in the United States regarding this topic. Much of the
foundational research regarding lateral violence has been completed in Britain and
Australia (Farrell, 1991,,2001; Farrell, Shafiei, & Salmon,,2010; Freshwater, 2000;
Hegney, Eley, Dip, Buikstra, & Parker; Hutchinson, Vickers, Jackson & Wilkes 2006,
2010; Lewis,2006; McKenna, Smith, Poole, & Coverdale,2003; Riley & Manias,2006).
There are several themes that emerge regarding the presence of lateral violence in the
nursing profession. The foundational research in Britain and Australia has provided the
ground work for stringent policy adaptation including zero tolerance.
Concurrence exists among researchers regarding what creates and nurtures lateral
violence. Freshwater (2000) identifles a link between lateral violence among nurses and
the existence of subjugated actions within the nursing profession. The discord of a
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nursing group may be the result of a power struggle for recognition and control within the
nursing profession. "It is contended that because nurses are dominated by a patriarchal
system headed by doctors, administrators, and marginalized nurse managers, nurses
lower down their hierarchy of power resort to aggression among themselves" (Farrell,
1997, p. 503). There has been one dominating theory regarding the root cause of the
existence of lateral violence. This theory describes that nurses are, as a profession, an
oppressed group. This oppression theory (Freire, 1972) suggests that nurse's view
themselves as powerless victims of subjugation in the healthcare arena. The oppressed
group theory may account for some of the acts of lateral violence that persist among
perioperative nurses. According to oppression theory after repeated exposure to the
values and actions of a dominant group, the oppressed group of individuals may begin to
internalize and demonstrate the same behaviors as the dominant group (Freire, 1972). The
dominant behavior of some perioperative nurses is acts of lateral violence.
Acting out of frustration and fear of being outdone, some competitive
perioperative nurses may act out in a negative way towards each other. According to
Smith (2010) nurses may want to stand out as exemplars by taking actions, such as
withholding information, sabotage, and not providing support to new staff,, in order to
make themselves stand out or appear better to other coworkers including surgeons.
Focusing primarily on nursing as an oppressed group, isolates nurses from considering
the possibility that the infrastructure and inner workings of an organization may
perpetuate acts of lateral violence. Since much research has already focused on the belief
of oppression as a catalyst for lateral violence, this author has chosen to look at other
possible connections related to lateral violence and the nursing profession. Other
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considerations that perpetuate acts of lateral violence will be included in the Lateral
Violence Education Module.
Research studies indicate that lateral violence in the clinical setting continues to
increase (Bigony et al. 2009; Farrel, 1997; Fudge, 2006; Lindy & Schaefer,20l0; Longo,
& Sherman,2A07). The outward expressions of lateral violence are seen in actions such
as infighting among nurses, sabotage, scapegoating, failure to respect privacy, broken
confidences, and overt criticism. For example Hutchinson, Vickers, Jackson and Wilkes
(2006) research, a group model is created to appraise the specific areas of the workplace
that relate to the precursors of lateral violence. The research identified organizational
tolerance, casual groupings among coworkers, and mishandling of legitimate power as
precursors to lateral violence. The acts of lateral violence are directed at the individuals'
character and skill level, as well as undermining the individuals work performance. The
outcomes of the lateral violence present in the study include acceptance of lateral
violence, avoidance of lateral violence in the workplace, intemrption to job satisfaction,
and professional advancement.
Despite lateral violence being cited as influential to job dissatisfaction; one
research study completed by Dunn (2003) suggests the opposite is true. Dunn makes an
effort to associate a correlation among acts of lateral violence and job satisfaction. The
study resulted in a positive relationship between acts of sabotage and job satisfaction
among nurses. The research summarizes that nurses that experience acts of sabotage on
the job also have a higher job satisfaction score. Two limitations of this sfudy include
minimized reporting of acts of sabotage in the work area, and only two percent surveyed
were staff nurses, as most surveyed were nurse managers and administration. These
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results may support a suggestion that nursing administration and leadership are also
unaware of the under:pinnings of acts of lateral violence.
In addition, Hegney, Eley, Dip, Buikstra, and Parker (2006) surveyed Australian
nurses involved in the care of various patient populations" ln the study increased acts of
lateral violence were present among nurses in all areas of patient care. There were
differences in the source of the violence, however the major causes remained the same in
all areas of patient care. A relationship was found between lateral violence and hours of
employment, experience of the nurses, workplace morale, and the view of workplace
safety. In addition many nurses reported that policies had been outlined, however the
policies were not always followed. These finding are echoed in similar research studies
completed by other experts in lateral violence (Fudge ,2006; Longo & Sherman,
2007;Vessey, Demarco, Gaffney, & Budwin, 2009; Whirworth, 2008).
A number of nurses perceive lateral violence as a norrnal aspect of their job and
as a result tolerate the happenings as commonplace (Bartholemew,2006; Lewis,2006).
This tolerance is encouraged by allowing acts of lateral violence to continue as a learned
behavior and a rite of passage for other nurses. Having a strong, impervious attitude
toward lateral violence may be viewed as a competent behavior. A nurse that thrives in a
work unit with accepted lateral violence may be viewed as resilient (Lewis, 2006); this
behavior may be instilled in future generations of nurses based upon their reactions to
acts of lateral violence. Research implies that nurses who are new to the workforce are at
a greater threat of being marked as potential victims of lateral violence as they are
frequently naive, insecure in their new positions, and less cognizant of a work area
culrure than their experienced colleagues (Bartholemew, 2006; Embree & White, 201 0
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Griffin, 2004; McKenna, Smith, Poole, & Coverdale, 2003). The development of an
education module addressing lateral violence will assist with establishing the concept of
lateral violence as an unaccepted behavior in the perioperative setting.
There are numerous physical, mental, and psycho-social ramifications for both
victims and perpetrators of lateral violence in the nursing profession. The symptoms can
range from mild to severe. In qualitative interviews nurses disclose that observing acts of
lateral violence among peers could potentially be more concerning than bodily attacks
from patients (Farrel, 1997). [f allowed to constantly view indirect acts of violence
toward colleagues, then nurses become numb to fufure occurrences and indirectly
promote further happenings by disregarding the acts. Victims of lateral violence may
exhibit physical and psychological illness including decreased self-esteem and job-
satisfaction (Longo & Sherman,2007). Exposure to lateral violence can lead to the onset
of depression, cardiovascular disease, and stomach upset (Kivimaki et al. 2003). In
addition, victims of lateral violence experience stress directly from the harassment.
Victims alter their own performance to circumvent possible provoking future acts of
aggression by the perpetrator. Victims of lateral violence have reported avoidance and
withdrawal actions as well as increased use of tobacco, and alcohol use as a coping
mechanism (Kivimaki et al. 2003). The psychological, physical and emotional damage
associated with the use of the previously mention mal-adaptive coping mechanisms is
un-measureable, but highly detrimental to the health of individual nurses, the nursing
profession, and society. The implementation of an education module that provides the
skills of addressing verbal and non-verbal acts of lateral violence may decrease acts of
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lateral violence, and in return diminish the need for nurses to use maladaptive coping
mechanism.
Nurses and the quality of care provided to patients are directly affected by acts of
lateral violence. Lateral violence disrupts crucial aspects of teamwork, communication,
and nursing judgment which leads to increased sentinel events, such as patient
medication errors and wrong site surgery, decreased patient satisfaction, or decreased
quality patient care (Joint Commission, 2008; Longo& Sherman,2007). A lack of
consideration for issues leading to lateral violence requires further examination on lateral
violence being unique only to the nursing profession. By not examining other causes of
lateral violence present within organizations, nursing leadership is able to view acts of
lateral violence as a one sided issue and only addresses skewed factors associated with
these acts. This downplaying of others causes of lateral violence allows nursing
leadership to limit their involvement in confronting individual perpetrators of lateral
violence. This repeated failure to address the issue of lateral violence allows it to thrive.
Despite the lack of cooperation from some nursing administration, there is some
assistance available for staff nurses albeit limited.
Several strategies have been suggested for decreasing acts of lateral violence,
including adaptin g a zero tolerance policy and increasing awareness and acceptance of
role responsibility across disciplines (AAN A,2010; ACS,2004; AORN, 20ll; Bigony et
aI.2A09; Joint Commission, 2008 ). However organizations that have implemented such
zero tolerance policies, have not measured the success of implementing zero tolerance
policies at this time. In addition the qualitative effectiveness of adapting the
aforementioned policies has not yet been measured in research to date.
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Additionally only one study was identified that centered primarily on nurses
intervention to lateral violence. Griffin (2004) studied newly licensed nurses and the use
of cognitive rehearsal. After completing a teaching session, prompts were presented to
the participants to use when acts of lateral violence are presented in their work area. No
evaluative data is available at this time regarding the use of the prompts and interventions
presented by Griffin in the study" The lack of data supporting the use of interventional
strategies to target acts of lateral violence further illustrates the need for additional
research and education for staff nurses on the awareness and occurrence of lateral
violence. The education module developed for this gradate project will aid perioperative
nurses in identifyi.tg and defining common acts of lateral violence within their
profession. The education module will be grounded in a nursing theory that encourages
participants to build a shared viewpoint"
Theoretical Framework
The framework that directs the project for this educational module development is
Joyce Travelbee's (1971) human-to-human relationship theory. Theories receive a vast
amount of focus and attention within the academic and practical setting of nursing.
Travelbee's theory is a grand nursing theory that has not been applied extensivety in
nursing practice or research compared to those of her fellow nursing theorists.
The human-to-human relationship theory is often overlooked as a practical
application in the nursing setting. Caring is essential to the human-to-human relationship
theory (Travelbee, 1971). Caring engages the interpersonal unity between the nurse and
the other human beings with whom he/she interacts. The theory is nurtured through
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effective communication and the nurse's ability to view self and others as worthy and
exceptional. When applying Travelbee's theory, the nurse offers human care that
promotes the other indiviual's confidence and dependence through use of self
(Travelbee,I971).A process of actualization becomes apparent as the nurse and other
human being develop a sense of understanding surrounding a shared experience. This
project will build upon the shared experience related to experiencing lateral violence in
the perioperative setting. Although the grief or anguish of a certain event may only be
directly experienced by the other individual, the nurse seeks to assist the individual to
find meaning and hope surrounding the event and in doing so becomes a shared observer
in the experience. The human-to-human relationship "refers to an experience between the
human being who is nurse and the individual receiving care, culminating in the nurse
meeting the individual's unique needs" (Travelbee, 1971, pp. 16-17). Travelbee does not
use the term patient in her theory, for the term patient implies a brand or
compartmentalization of a human being. In the human-to-human relationship theory
merely caring about a human being is not satisfactory for providing help, however the
healing use of self is foundational to the human-to-human relationship theory.
Travelbee (1971) infers that a nurse must have an emotional interest in the
relationship she enters into with other human beings. When human beings are Ieft alone,
they are forced to search for their own meaning to ill health, and their endeavor is not
bound up in the care of the nurse's interests. Irlurses must not presume that they
themselves fully comprehend the experience the other human being has had or is
experiencing. Doing so would segregate the individual from the nurse and potentially
devalue the meaning of the experience for both involved. The sacred and psycho-social
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needs of the other human being are acknowledged by the nurse in the human-to-human
relationship theory in the succession of five phases: the original encounter, emerging
identities, empathy, sympathy, and rapport (Travelbee, 197l, pp I 56).
During the original encounter the nurse and other human being form views about
one another that will direct their fufure interactions. These views can include past
experiences, which may persuade perceptions of each other. "A professional nurse is not
apt to experience an intense disliking for any individual if she is able to perceive the other
person as a unique, irreplaceable human being" (Travelbee, 1971, p. 129).In the
perioperative setting nurses can often form a biased opinion of colleagues based on past
experiences of lateral violence with those colleagues. When applying the human-to-
human relationship theory to the perioperative setting, nurses should view a colleague as
more than just another nurse, and begin to see colleagues as fellow human beings bound
up in the same struggles within the nursing profession.
During the phase of emerging identities a relationship starts to take shape. The
relationship is aided by the use of self. The nurse must distinguish their views of the other
person. Travelbee (1971) urges nurses in this phase to guard against responding to
themselves through the other human being. Doing so could create a barrier where the
nurse has a distorted view of the other human being by not separating them as a unique
individual. The failure to do so could lead to stereofyping the other human being and their
experience, thus making it difficult or impossible to continue on to establishing empathy
(Travelbee, 197l). Nurses within the perioperative setting often rationalize letting a
novice nurse struggle with new concepts as a rite of passage. This author believes that
undermining the abilities of a new nurse is a common form of lateral violence. According
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to the human-to-human relationship theory nurses should not form this preconceived
view of the new nurse's experience and knowledge.
Empathy allows the nurse to view the other human being "beyond oufward
behavior and sense accurately another's inner experience at a given point in time"
(Travelbee, 1971, p.136). Empathy allows the nurse to anticipate what the otherhuman
being is experiencing and involves receiving all input by the other human being in order
to guide them properly. Empathy is the antecedent to sympathy.
Sympathy is not pity.Travelbee implies that sympathy involves a nurse's desire
to help the other individual to relieve his stress. Sympathy entails a caring surrounding
the distress of another. Sympathy is not a phase, but instead a mindset which is
demonstrated in the actions of the nurse to help the other human being. This sympathy
entrusts that the nurse is a genuine human being (Travelbee, 1971,, p. 1a0). It involves
the nurse not being apprehensive about providing care and openly feeling and addressing
concern of her part and the other human being. The opportunity to implement the
sympathy phase of the human-to-human relationship theory is offered when the team
aspect of perioperative nursing are practiced by all staff. The perioperative nurse's
ability to advocate for their new nurse incorporates a sympathy that is not instant, but
instead develops over time. All of the phases discussed thus far progress toward the
pinnacle of the Human-to-Human relationship; the establishment of rapport.
Rapport is seen in a nurse's non-judgmental attitude and respect of each human
being. Once rapport is established the nurse is better equipped to cultivate a meaningful
encounter and relationship with the other human being. By doing so the nurse also
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ensures that her own unique emotional requirements are met. Rapport is viewed by this
author as a summit in the human-to-human relationship theory" When the summit of
rapport is reached a new vantage point and fresh outlook on the environment for both
nurses emerges. This brand new outlook allows nurses to have greater control in creating
the space in which they practice nursing.
Travelbee's ideology could facilitate with nurse retention in hostile work areas
like those challenged with acts of lateral violence. ln order for this to happen the human-
to-human relationship theory will have to be incorporated into further actions plans to
improve retention and staff satisfaction in the nursing profession.
The concepts of Travelbee's human-to- human relationship theory (1971) were
utilized in the development of an education module for exploring and addressing the
concept of lateral violence in the perioperative setting. Participants in the education
module will enter into learning on an equal level, and each will be accepted as the unique
human being they are. While progressing through the education module together a
common ground regarding the unique experiences of all the nurse participants will
emerge. This emergence of a shared viewpoint of knowledge acquisition will in itself be
a form of rapport. Once completed nurses completing the education module witl have
progressed through the phases of the human-to-human relationship theory.
Travelbee's theory has been applied elsewhere in very limited venues. One
application was by a doctoral student studying the use of prescription medication and
prevention of suffering in the elderly (Malcolm ,2010). Malcolm highlights that the
motivating factor in the creation the human-to-human relationship theory was
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Travelbee's own observation of a lack of compassion among nurses providing care for
psychiatric patients.
The primary application of Travelbee's theory can be easily utilized in the
development of a support group among nurses. Cook (1989) used Travelbee's theory to
design a support group for nurses that were undergoing structure change within their
organization. The intention of the support group was to assist nurses in expanding their
own meaningful view of their position during a nursing shortage present within their
orgarnzation. During this nursing shortage nurses were assigned increased job duties and
new patient responsibilities. The human-to-human relationship theory was employed to
guide foundational interactions and troubleshooting as nurses grappled with regaining a
sense of purpose and direction in their newly defined roles. Cook studied empathy and
trust, and it was found that nurses that had initially intended to leave early had stayed in
the system due to the support groups.
The human-to-human relationship theory is best paraphrased in the following
quote by Aboriginal activist Lila Watson "If you have come here to help me, you are
wasting yourtime...but if you are here because your liberation is bound up with mine,
then let us work together" (Fried, Gutierrez, Ross & Sillman,2004.p29). The human-to-
human relationship theory does not ask nurses to merely have sympathy, or feel sorry for
the situation of the other human being. Instead Travelbee (1971) proposes that nurses
must develop rapport and accompany the other human being among all phases of the
human-to-human relationship theory.
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Lateral violence is a common nursing issue that can be damaging to an
organization and affect a nurse's individual health. Repeated exposure to acts of lateral
violence for nurses can result in their intention to leave the profession, nurse burnout, job
dissatisfaction, increased medical errors, fatigue, ill health, absenteeism, and destruction
of workplace teamwork and cohesiveness. There is a lack of positive interventions to
adopt in dealing with acts of lateral violence. The reasons for the shortage of
interventions may be abounding; some may point to a lack of participation by nursing
administration, while others may blame a lack of clear definition of what constitutes acts
of lateral violence. Whichever reason prevails, the goal remains the same; providing staff
nurses with the proper tools to identify acts of lateral violence present within their own
work setting is foundational to addressing acts of lateral violence. This next chapter will
set out to demonstrate one such tool for educating staff on the identification of acts of
lateral violence.
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CHAPTER THREE: Development of Education Module
This chapter will outline the Lateral Violence Education Module designed to be
presented at a Midwestern academic medical center. This module is grounded in nurse
theorist, Joyce Travelbee's Human to Human Relationship Theory. The curriculum
strucfure is guided by Cyril Houle's guidelines for continuing education in
professionalism. The American Nurses Association (ANA) Guidelines for Staff
Development also provides scaffolding in the development of the education module in
regards to standards of nursing continuing education. The Lateral Violence Education
Module provides instruction on identifying lateral violence, defining various acts of
lateral violence, and facilitating discussion among participants regarding common acts of
lateral violence present within their work unit. Upon completion of this education
module, perioperative nurses and other allied health perioperative staff will be better
equipped to address acts of lateral violence in their work unit. The Lateral Violence
Education Module will provide the participants a shared experience of learning from
which to grow and move forward in providing improved patient care. The creative
process for developing the Lateral Violence Education Module will be presented.
Each area of the nursing workforce and discipline share their own unique culture.
To reinforce the connections of that unique culrure, an education module would be best
implemented in a specific unit environment. For example nurses working together in a
cardiac surgery department would take the module with other nurses working within the
same cardiac surgery department. According to Lipp and Holmes (2009) small groups
may be a more appropriate size for learning in the operating personnel and support
cohesion among nurses. By collaborating with the individual nursing educators within
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each work unit, the Lateral Violence Education Module would be presented during
regularly scheduled educational learning time such as an in-service, practice days, or
training that already takes place within a work unit. By utilizing a predetermined
schedule, staff may be more cognitively open and accepting of information regarding the
possible cuhure of lateral violence within their work unit. By placing the education
module on a pre-existing schedule, staff will not be caught off guard by the introduction
of the topic of lateral violence in their educational training. In addition incorporating the
education module into a pre-existing education time may garner greater support from
nursing administration regarding the use of pre-allocated funding for education, instead
of seeking approval from the individual unit to allocate additional time to this module.
In the educational in-service time, a smaller group setting of approximately 10 to
I 5 nurse participants will be established" The use of the educational in-service time will
provide a varied mixfure of nurse's perspectives within a work unit including novice,
experienced, and expert nurses. The Lateral Violence Education Module will focus
exclusively on lateral violence, and therefore participants will be other nurses and allied
health professionals" This author recognizes the importance of surgeons and surgical
residence as members of the perioperative team. However, nurses must gain a better
recognition of violence directed toward each other, to better prepare them for addressing
violence from surgeons and surgical residents. In addition to staff nurses, other members
of the specific unit should be present including nurse managers, educators, and allied
health staff. Nurse managers should be included as participants to demonstrate to staff
nurses that the education module is supported by the administration within the academic
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medical center. In addition it has been mentioned in previous chapters that nursing
management and administration are also in need of education on lateral violence"
Initially the Lateral Violence Education Module will be presented to a specific
work unit within the division of surgical services by this author. Once the module is
completed in one unit the education module will be presented throughout other surgical
areas. The length of the education module will be approximately I hour. The intention of
the training, to be an environment of acceptance for all participants, will be established at
the beginning of the educational module. Participants will be free to respond
anonymously to the questions that are posed during the education module.
The structure of the Lateral Violence Education Module will begin with a brief
introduction, the rules of participation by the facilitator and participants, and the
establishment of intention for the participants. The participants will view a PowerPoint
presentation that illustrates and defines the basic concepts surrounding lateral violence.
Dunng the presentation a series of questions will be presented to the participants to assess
their baseline knowledge of lateral violence. The Lateral Violence Education Module will
also include small group activities and an evaluation of the course and the facilitator.
The facilitator will introduce briefly the nursing theory providing the framework
for the education module. lncluded in the introduction of the human-to-human
relationship theory will be the concepts of the original encounter, emerging identities,
empathy, sympathy, and rapport.(Travelbee, l9J 1). The theory will be integral to setting
the tone and supporting the intention of the Lateral Violence Education Module. The
theory will guide the facilitator's presentation of the Lateral Violence Education Module,
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however the participants will not explore all of the components of the human-to-human
relationship theory formally. The facilitator will present the material of the Lateral
Violence Education Module, which is assembled to progress in sync with the five phases
of the human-to-human relationship theory.
The education module will be lead either by this author or by a facilitator trained
by this author. The facilitator will be instrumental in ensuring that a safe environment is
maintained for the group. The initial data regarding the participants' knowledge of lateral
violence will be gained anonymously through real time responses using real time
response technology such as a Sharepoint survey. to three questions (see appendix B,
slides 6-8 pp. 60-62).Incorporating the ability to answer questions anonymously wilt
encourage greater staff participation and uphold the intention of providing a
psychologically safe environment for the participants. The results of the posed questions
will be made known to all participants at the same time which will flatten any hierarchy
among participants since every participant's input will be presented, but not uniquely
identified. Providing an environment that is psychologically safe for everyone to speak
freely is paramount for later participation and acceptance of the material presented in the
education module. This will be achieved by reinforcing the intention of the Lateral
Violence Education Module by the facilitator.
The facilitator shall be a registered nurse staff member rather than a nurse
manager, administrator, or educator. Gray (2000) claims that an effective facilitator
should possess professional attributes, knowledge, communication skills, and motivation
to support learners. The intention of the education module may have enhanced
acceptance among nursing colleagues if it comes from a peer rather than an administrator.
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The use of a facilitator within the nursing colleague group will illustrate to the
participants that the desire to address the issues and topics presented in the education
module come from within the nurse work group. This author believes the use of a nursing
colleague as a facilitator will show the education module as desired action within the
workgroup rather than a punitive delegated task from administration or management.
The setting for the education module will be in a formal classroom or other
educational setting. A well lighted environment with suitable seating to incorporate the
formal atmosphere of the adult learner should be provided. For the Lateral Violence
education module, a seating affangement that encourages a sense of equality should be
employed. The use of a horseshoe-shaped seating arrangement will provide an
unobstructed view of the material for all participants. [n addition the shape and special
arrangement will establish an environment of openness for sharing of ideas and flattens
any hierarchy that may accompany other physical affangements of persons within the
room. This flattening of hierarchy will assist with ensuring responses from participants
including questions for the facilitator.
The guiding principles of curriculum and education for the adult learner, as
suggested by Houle (1980), were utilized for developing the education module. Houle
divides learning into three modes (Houle, p.31) which include inquiry, instruction, and
performance. The mode of inquiry includes the possibility of participants creating a
strategy or action plan. When nursing professionals work together in a small enclave
recommended in the alrangement for the Lateral Violence Education Module, the process
of inquiry will be encouraged.
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Lateral Violence Education Module Implementation
The method used to illustrate the Lateral Violence Education Module is a
PowerPoint presentation embedded with real-time survey data acquisition (see Appendix
B p. 58). The facilitator will describe lateral violence and the prevalence within the
profession. The presentation will clearly provide universal definitions associated with
acts of lateral violence along with common types. As a result, the participant of the
education module will understand the role of others and self in lateral violence. John
Fitzgerald Kennedy once said, "our problems are man-made, therefore they may be
solved by man, and no problem of human destiny is beyond human beings" (Bolt, 1996.
p. 280). [n the realm of lateral violence within the nursing profession, several of the
problems of lateral violence are created by nurses and therefore must be solved by nurses.
The Lateral Violence Education Module, a module geared toward nurses, is one small
step in addressing some of the problems created by lateral violence.
The facilitator will pose three questions to the participants at the beginning of the
presentation. The questions include: "Can you define lateral violence?"; "Have you been
the victim of lateral violence?"; and "Have you been the perpetrator of lateral violence?".
The first and second questions are posed at the beginning to stimulate inquiry" Inquiry
involves the process of creating something new or gaining new knowledge (Houle, 1980.
p. 31). The use of these questions also incorporates the guideline of assessing the learning
needs of the target audience as recommended in the ANA guidelines for staff
development. Answering the two questions will be the equivalent of beginning "the
original encounter" that is presented within Travelbee's human-to-human relationship
theory (Travelbee, 197 | p. 132).It is suggested that during the original encounter, nurse
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participants form judgments about each other that will guide and shape their future
interactions, without isolating a single individual encounter.
Question number three " Have you ever been the perpetrator of lateral violence?"'
adds to the establishment of both Travelbee's original encounter and Houle's acquisition
of inquiry for the adult learner. The third question posed to the participants will assist
with gaining further baseline data for the facilitator to address the education needs of the
group. In addition all three questions will serve as a form of self-reflection for the
participants. Answering the three questions will allow the participants an opporfunity to
share their input regarding their experiences with lateral violence within their unit, while
also contributing to the acquisition of knowledge for the unit as a whole. The data
received from the responses from the three questions will be directly visual to all taking
part through the use of the Sharepoint survey and will be measurable against data
retrieved in the fufure when the education module is repeated. Foltowing the three
questions, the objectives of the Lateral Violence Education Module will be presented.
Reviewing the objectives of the Lateral Violence Education Module will establish
the instruction mode of Houle's (1980) guidelines for continuing learning in the
professions. Objectives are known in advance and the design is implemented for leamers
to achieve the objectives; this process in called instruction (Lagenbach, 1988 p. 109).
Furthermore reviewing the objectives will incorporate the ANA guidelines for staff
development by stating behavioral objectives and including content for the program.
Additionally examining the objectives of the module will prepare the participants for
exploring the stage of emerging identities set forth in Travelbee (1971) human-to-
human relationship theory.An appreciation for each individual's behaviors can be seen
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once the actions of self and other are clearly identified in both the objectives of the
module and the exploration in types of lateral violence are presented within the course
materials.
Following the objectives, the most common examples of lateral violence will be
presented. Clear definitions of each type of lateral violence will be given. To provide
clarity each type of lateral violence will be given one slide to include the term and the
definition. The single presentation of terms and definitions will aid in the participants'
acquisition of knowledge of numerous broad terms associated with lateral violence in a
systematic and manageable fashion. The participants may have greater retention of data if
it is provided in individual aspects of definition and examples.
Once each common act of lateral violence is presented and defined, participants
will be asked to divide into two small groups for a learning opporfunity. The activity will
involve two smaller groups of about seven participants working together to identify acts
of lateral violence that are described in fictitious scenario (See Appendix B, slides 23,,24,
and 25 pp.70-71). The use of fictitious narratives to share experiences of lateral violence
will enhance the participants' abilities to identify acts of lateral violence that may be
occurring within their work unit. By working in small groups, the participants of the
Lateral Violence Education Module will be taking part in empathy and sensitivity phases
of the human-to-human relationship theory. During this phase of the presentation, a
sharing of ideas, will be explored, Each small group will be given their own fictitious
scenario to read and together the members of the small groups will determine which acts
of lateral violence are being illustrated.
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The intention of using the small group setting for identifying acts of lateral
violence in the narrative form is to test the validity of the facilitator's presentation as
well. It is believe by this author that if the facilitator does not properly define the most
common aspects of lateral violence in the beginning of the education module, participants
will be unable to identify the acts of lateral violence within the narratives presented. The
chance to verbalize with participants from within the same work unit about a fictitious
descnption comprised of real scenarios can have several benefits.
One immediate benefit is the collaboration that is needed to answer questions and
come to an agreement about the answers. Through shared dialogue, it is hoped that
participants will voice their own beliefs when discussing the act of lateral violence.
Incorporating very broad terms such as scapegoating, undermining, and broken
confidence into the pre-established questions of the presentation for the small group
activity (see Appendix B, slides 24-28 pp.69-71), will provide the opportunity for various
opinions to be expressed from team members. In addition with possible variations in
answers to each question posed, feedback can be diverse as participants may not fear
answering a question incorrectly. By establishing an opporfunity for open dialogue, the
participants will be practicing an open approach to others that will be described later in
the Lateral Violence Education Module.
The action of working in a small group when answering the questions posed
reinforces the empathy and sympathy components of the human-to-human relationship
theory. Travelbee's theory demonstrates how nurses are able to caringly engage in
creating unity among themselves and others (Travelbee, [971. pg I l7). This caring
engagement of the nurse is seen within the small group work. When working with
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colleagues on a shared venfure such as finding answers to question regarding lateral
violence, the communication phase of the human-to-human relationship theory is also
demonstrated.
A list of strategies for addressing acts of lateral violence will be introduced
following the small group activities. The list of strategies will be provided suggesting
statements that may be utilized by individual victims of lateral violence at the immediate
time of any incident. The concept of performance, as developed by Houle in the Modes
of Learning, is demonstrated by the use of "I" statements for combating acts of lateral
violence. Houle implies that perforrnance is a process of internalizingand idea for
incorporation into habitual practice (Houle, 1980). "If a professional does not acquire
knowledge and skill in his or her behavior, the influence of the educational effort is nil"
(Langebach, 1988, p I l0). The facilitator will present strategies to implement verbal cues
in order to address acts of lateral violence during the education module. The ability to use
the "1" statements in the lists of strategies will help the participants begin to build
rapport.
Rapport is the pinnacle aspect of the human-to- human relationship theory.
Travelbee ( 1971) believes rapport to be a certain manner in which nurses view and
convey with fellow people. To incorporate the concept of rapport into the action plan of
the Lateral Violence Education Module, the strategy of positive "I" statements is used to
address acts of lateral violence. Using a positive approach will be practiced by
participants to address direct and indirect acts of lateral violence. The beginning of
Travelbee's phase of rapport is seen in the Lateral Violence Education Module with the
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inclusion of using "I" statements to confiont incidents of lateral violence involving non-
verbal innuendos.
Rapport is meant to be a process where fwo persons can grow and evolve
together. The development of a relationship does not have to be in tandem (Travelbee,
l97l). The incorporation of the Lateral Violence Education Module for perioperative
nurses within a shared unit of a surgical services department will help ensure that both
perpetrators and victims of lateral violenc e are present for the shared experience. Having
both the perpetrator and the victims present for the Lateral Violence Education Module
will foster the establishment of rapport that is suggested by Travelbee. If only victims are
together for the education module, then the perpetrators of lateral violence would not be
offered a chance for empathy. In order to properly address the ramifications of lateral
violence both persons must be represented to take part in the shared experience of lateral
violence identification. Present within the construct of nursing is, care for others" In
rapport, Travelbee ( 1971) advocates for a belief in the worth, dignity, uniqueness and
exceptionality of each human in the relationship theory (Travelbee, 1963). The Lateral
Violence Education Module will provide the opporfunity to portray each victim and
perpetrator involved in lateral violence as unique and exceptional. Once individuals are
seen in a favorable light by each other, then change can take place among nurses within a
unit.
Education as a Cultural Change Tool
Essential to the nursing profession is the duty to do no harm. The satisfaction by which
patients measure their healthcare experience is measured against the quality of care they
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received from nursing staff. The nurse's ability to do his or her best under less than ideal
circumstances may become a problem in the future due to budget restraints and
constricting staffing models. One factor affecting the nursing profession is that nurses
feel a greater sense of control over how nurses treat each other. tn a climate that is
overwhelmed by acts of lateral violence, the goal of caring for each other as colleagues in
the profession of nursing can be [ost. T'his author believes the caring factors associated
with the human-to human relationship theory provide a framework for the education
module to begin the development of creating a culture of change within the profession.
The culrure of a nursing unit may be changed when awareness of the implications of
lateral violence is raised.
The field of transculrural nursing concerns itself with examining groups and
subsets of different cultures. There are culture subsets within the specialty of
perioperative nursing as well. The culture of the operating room is different from that of a
medical surgical unit. Examining culture through particular values, beliefs, and patterns
of behavior of a specific group is a unique feature of every culture and may not be
present within other cultures (Andrews & Boyle, 2003). To understand lateral violence,
the facilitator of the Lateral Violence Education Module will examine each work unit as a
unique culture. When assisting with culture change via the presentation of the education
module, the facilitator must be perceptive to each work unit's diverse needs, strengths,
and weaknesses. Things for the facilitator to consider are the staffing models, size of
workspace, length of operative procedures, and patient populations and age groups of
patients for each specific work unit.
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The facilitator will provide an opportunity for questions at the end of the
education module. Upon completion of the education module, participants will be asked
to pinpoint acts of lateral violence that are unique to the culture of their individual work
unit. The facilitator will offer the opportunity for follow up with participants to discuss
individual regarding suggestions for addressing acts of lateral violence if necessary
Conclusions
Several elements have been incorporated into the Lateral Violence Education
Module including important developmental aspects of the adult learner, as well as
concepts of Travelbee's human-to-human relationship theory. The ability to create a
culture of change is an underlying goal for participants of the Lateral Violence Education
Module. The Lateral Violence Education Module reveals new ideas and approaches for
addressing changes nurses may subscribe to in order to create change within their work
units. By embracing Travelbee's human-to-human relationship theory, nurses will
develop greater skill in working collaboratively toward the shared goal of curbing lateral
violence in their work unit.
Addressing conflict is a responsibility of the professional nurse. The nurse's
ability to address acts of lateral violence will be enhanced by the Lateral Violence
Education Module. Once the skills are acquired, nurses will be equipped to provide
nursing care to their patients and their coworkers in greater accordance with the standards
set forth within their practice units and professional standards. The perceived
effectiveness of the participants' ability to identify and address acts of lateral violence
upon completion of the Lateral Violence Education Module will be outlined in the
upcoming content of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR: Discussion and Evaluation of Education Module
The focus of this project is the development of an education module regarding
lateral violence among nursing staff. This module centers on the education of staff nurses
and others within shared work units. The Lateral Violence Education Module utilizes a
PowerPoint presentation, provides an opportunity for small group discussion and
collaboration, and a space to share personal experiences of the individual lateral violence
occulrences within the participants' work unit. One goal of the education module is to
inform the participants of the consequences of lateral violence for both the staff nurses
and the patients they serve. The overall goal and intention of the education module is to
raise awareness of acts of lateral violence within the participant's work units and support
further mindset for positive cuhure changes in reaction to acts of lateral violence.
Successful implementation of the Lateral Violence Education Module requires a
collaborative effort between staff nurses and nurse leadership within the work units.
Encouraging all staff within the work unit to take part in the education module to carry
forth ideas of creating a healthy work environment will assist with the adaption of the
principles set forth in the module. The ideas of a shared experience, specific work unit
cultures, and viewing each colleague as an exceptional person within a surgical services
department will be done with successful utilization of the Lateral Violence Education
Module. Unaddressed discord among staff within a work unit can lead to continued
hostility, that when ignored, will alter the work setting in a negative manner. The group
culrure of a unit can change when staff nurses gain a greater sense of control over the
environment in which they work, Therefore nursing staff play a vital role in creating the
culfure in which they work. Adapting the strategies presented in the Lateral Violence
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Education Module will aid in establishing a safe environment for staff nurses and their
patients.
The Lateral Violence Education Module is intended to introduce and endorse a
process of self reflection and assessment of the participant's work unit. Reflection has
been an accepted method of learning within healthcare and is often completed
individually or in small groups (Benner,1.984,p.52).In addition the opportunity for
participants to gain practice with implementing strategies of addressing conflicts amongst
one another is available within the Lateral Violence Education Module. This process of
reflection and assessment expands the nursing role beyond the care that is offered to
patients at the bedside. Embracing the human- to- human relationship theory by
Travelbee (1971) will afford nurses the chance to view both themselves and fellow staff
nurses as valuable human beings and unique individuals. The humanizing of coworkers
goes past the basics rudimentary viewpoint of colleagues established in a nursing
classroom. Nursing school education offers training on how to deal with the actions of
violent patients, but nurses are left to their own ideals and assumptions when challenged
to deal with the difficult behavior of coworkers. The Lateral Violence Education Module
will provide continuing education on working collaboratively with colleagues; this
education is missing in current nursing school educational curriculum.
The Lateral Violence Education Module will provide unit based education in a
group approach. In order to solve problems of conflict, the nurses must first be made
aware of the problems afflicting them. The nurses' self-awareness will be the very state
that allows him or her to take responsibility for workplace conditions (Hill, 2011).The
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principles established in the Lateral Violence Education Module exceed a mere tasked
based agenda, by challenging nurses to practice at their highest potential.
Description of Evaluation Procedures
This project has involved the development of an education module to be
implemented at a Midwestern academic medical center. Although this project has not yet
been implemented, one immediate form of evaluation that could be utilized is a series of
test questions that are embedded into the PowerPoint presentation (see Appendix B,
slides # 23,24, &.25 pp. 69-70). The participant's ability to answer the three questions
posed at the beginning of the education module and again following the module, can
provide feedback to the participants and the facilitator of the module.
The ability of participants to immediately achieve the objectives of the Lateral
Violence Education Module can be evaluated via a post module evaluation (see Appendix
C p. B5). The evaluation tool allows participants to score their level of agreement to
achieving the education module objectives. This evaluation tools allows participants of
the Lateral Violence Education Module to evaluate the module on a 1 through 4 scale
with a score of I equating to strongly disagree, and 4 equaling strongly agree, Multiple
criteria including the teaching strategies of the education module, the relevance of the
education module content to the participants' practice responsibilities, and the
effectiveness of the education module to increase the participants' awareness about the
topic of lateral violence will be evaluated.
The success of the Lateral Violence Education Module will rely on the
proficiency of the facilitator as an informed leader. Within each unit, the train the
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trainers' education will take place so the module can be carried out among further work
units. The initial training of facilitators will be lead by this author. The pre-assessment
questions given during the education module implementation will serve as baseline data
for the facilitator and the group. The follow up questions from the Lateral Violence
Education Module (see Appendix B, slides 45-48 pp. 80-81) will provide feedback
regarding the participant's acquisition of knowledge related to lateral violence.
Participants responses to all questions posed in the Lateral Violence Education
Module will be documented. This documentation will allow the facilitator and nurse
leaders to evaluate and provide follow up in each work unit. The follow up may be done
as open conversations regarding the content that was covered during the Lateral Violence
Education Module. The concepts covered in the module can be incorporated into the
daily dialogue or follow up forums with a work unit. The information gathered from the
Lateral Violence Education Module may be helpful when reviewing and developing
plans of action to address the unique challenges of cultures within each work unit.
Empowering others within each work unit will keep staff directly involved and offer
partnership in developing ideas and providing feedback to other nurses for improvement
within the unit. Voluntary participation is considered an integral part of adult education
(Lagenbach, 1988, p.212). The Lateral Violence Education Module will offer
opporfunities for voluntary involvement of the participants during small group activity
and the evaluation process.
Another way of evaluating the success of the Lateral Violence E,ducation Module
may be seen by repeating the nurse participant's responses to questions one, two, and
three in the module after 6 months of implementing the module. By reiterating the focus
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objectives and questions laid forth in the module retention of knowledge regarding lateral
violence will be determined, and the questions within the module can be used as a small
indicator of the prevalence of lateral violence within a work unit at the time of
resurveying of participants. When the Lateral Violence Education Module is properly
implemented to number of participants that respond yes to questions 2 and 3 of the
education module should decrease (see Appendix B slides 7-8 p. 61).
Other gauges of success of the education module may be reflected in areas such as
improved staff satisfaction scores. Some medical centers may see a decrease in calls to
their event lines in which reports on acts of aggression and personnel conflict are made.
Lateral violence influences many factors related to staff satisfaction, sick time, staff
health, and emotional well-being as described in previous chapters. Theses
aforementioned factors of staff health and work performance may also have a decrease in
occulrences following the implementation of the Lateral Violence Education Module.
Nursing administration may measure indirect success of the Lateral Violence Education
Module in fewer ill calls from staff members, decreased staff turnover rates, and
increased patient satisfaction results.
The facilitator may use a variety of tools to further evaluate the successful
implementation of the concepts within the Lateral Violence Education Module. ln
addition to using data from repeating the implementation of the module over time, other
avenues of gauging improvement have the potential to develop. Conducting interviews
with staff members may be accepted among participants in a work unit that has
completed the education module. Significance of the Lateral Violence Education Module
may originate in staff embedding or increasing daily discussion about lateral violence
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into group settings such as nursing rounds and shift reports. Including all staff will inspire
increased dialogue and focused conversation amidst an entire work unit. Once the
acknowledgment of lateral violence within a work unit is made a regular point of
discussion, the process of culture change can begin.
Analysis and Critical Reflection
Effective application of an education module related to lateral violence will be
contingent on the strength of the facilitator leading the module and their ability to support
the participants once the module is completed. The ability of the facilitator to reinforce
the significance of lateral violence and identify acts of lateral violence is crucial to the
proper implementation of the Lateral Violence Education Module. The ability to inspire
and listen to others, and connect ideas that emerge from the education module to
experiences on the unit will influence the success of the education module as a tool for
change. The facilitator must cultivate a passion for creating change and recognize the
significance of the education module as the conduit for that change.
When initially deciding on the topic of lateral violence, this author chose it
because of a personal conviction he had to bring about change within his own work
environment. Upon first examination it was decided that education would be the
cornerstone to creating the change in his work environment. After further analysis, this
author noticed that although education of staff regarding lateral violence is significant, it
is just touches the surface when the intention is to create a culfure change. There are so
many facets to the concept and perpetuation of lateral violence that it can be thought of as
a living breathing being within the profession of nursing. Existing as such a large entity,
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there would be many avenues to choose to begin deconstructing lateral violence. [n
hindsight this author would address the topic of lateral violence by increasing the time of
the module from I hour to 2 hours so that further dissection of the vast topic could be
developed by the participants of the Lateral Violence Education Module. Once further
explored; in a given time for discussion participants would complete the module with a
greater appreciation and respect for the vastness and gravity of the topic.
During the initial literature review it was decided that Travelbee's human- to-
human relationship theory would be the underlying theory for this project. Although the
parallels between addressing lateral violence and merging nurse to nurse relationships at
first seemed ideal for this author, careful consideration and reflection revealed that lack
of additional research surrounding the human- to- human relationship theory has caused
some difficulties in the development of this project. The use of an additional nurse
theorist may have assisted this author when exploring and creating a module that
addresses the multiple layers of lateral violence.
Lateral violence is born out of conflict, and as long as there has been more than
one person, there has been conflict. One need to look no further than the biblical story of
Cain and Abel to be reminded that conflict is part of human interaction and if left
ignored, it can be lethal. After completing the Lateral Violence Education Module, nurses
will be prepared to diffi.rse acts of lateral violence within the perioperative setting, and
decrease the caustic environment among colleagues that is sometimes prevalent within
the nursing profession. This author appreciates the nursing profession as both a science
and an art. The science related to lateral violence lies in the ramifications and non-
physical bruising it places on its victims and perpetrators. The art of nursing lies in the
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skills that need to be developed to address the conflict of lateral violence properly. The
beauty of nursing is that it can provide its own colleagues with those very skills, so
healing can begin to happen from within the profession"
Conclusion
This author's appreciation and respect for the process of project development at
the graduate level has expanded extensively. He has found that there are multiple
considerations, barriers, and outside influences to the creative process behind project
development and anticipated implementation" Realizing that the project is a reflection of
his time and his Augsburg experience, this author is eager to see the results of this project
once implemented atalater date. Further discussion surrounding personal reflections of
this project as well as conclusion related to the implementation of the education module
will be discussed in Chapter Five.
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CHAPTER FIVE: Fufure Plans, Implications & Conclusions
The fbcus of this project has been the development of an education module for
perioperative nurses at a Midwestern academic medical center. The literature review fbr
this project revealed that although lateral violence is a well researched topic within the
nursing profession, there is vast room for expansion of the topic. This chapter will review
future plans of the Lateral Violence Education Module, and the role it can play in shaping
the future of the nursing profession.
A fufure adaptation of the Lateral Violence Education Module could be the
introduction of the material into nursing education curriculum at colleges. Educating
nursing students about the topic of lateral violence and the affects it can have on their
furure nursing practice could prove to be extremely beneficial in changing the way future
nurses interact with their colleagues. By including education on lateral violence into the
curriculum nursing student education programs, novice nurses will be better educated and
equipped to identify and address acts of lateral violence when they happen.
In addition a preliminary education module focusing only on the introduction of
the topic of lateral violence could be developed to better prepare the participants for the
module objective of addressing the individual acts of lateral violence. The development
of outlines for the module assisted this author with the progression of this project. This
author struggled with the ability to stay directly in line with the parameters of the outline
during the project development especially during the literature review. This author has
seen through literature review that the topic of lateral violence is not new to the nursing
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profession, and is also one that will not be vanishing from the profession in the
immediate future.
The Lateral Violence Education Module may benefit from including the
objectives within the education module into a simulation setting. The training in a
simulation setting would further expand the incorporation of the objective of the Lateral
Violence Education Module, Role play and scenarios can be implemented by integrating
The Lateral Violence Education Module into an environment that is as real as possible,
yet remains psychologically safe for the participants, prior to implementation within the
real perioperative setting. This simulation environment will provide the opporfunity fbr
evaluation of all participants in the mock scenario, and allow time for evaluation while
not taking away time from a real patient care.
Implications for Transcultural lt{ursing
The concepts of the Lateral Violence Education Module have been specified to
the culture of the perioperative setting for the purpose of this graduate project. The
concepts could easily be adapted to fit the needs of almost any nursing work unit.
Therefore this education module may benefit from expansion into other areas of nursing
outside the perioperative setting. Once incorporated into the daily practice of nurses
within medical center, the culture of the entire department of nursing at the center may
change.
Culrure change is a goal that is embedded into the Lateral Violence Education
Module. If properly included into both nursing student education curriculum and various
areas of the nursing profession, then the Lateral Violence Education Module could play
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an essential role in changing the nursing field for the better. The culrure change
involving lateral violence can be guided by the vision of the Transculrrlral Nursing
Society (TCNS). The vision of the TCI.,IS is to grant nurses and other healthcare
professionals the skills in practice, education, exploration and management to offer
culturally congruent care ( Transcultural Nursing Society 201 I ). The TCNS encourages
nurses to create strategies for advocating social change to better the nursing profession.
The use of the Lateral Violence Education Module is one such strategy for perioperative
nurses to promote social change within their work unit, and the profession of
p eriop erative nursing.
To adequately begin changing their professional nursing culture for the better
perioperative nurses must incorporate the tools of change within the Lateral Violence
Education Module. Concepts, such as collaboration with colleagues and recognition of
colleagues as unique and valid individuals as suggested by the Travelbee's (1971)
human-to -human relationship theory, are the key to creating the culture change. Once
nurses acknowledge each other as stake holders within their own profession, the
accountability needed to promote change amongst each other wilt occur.
Conclusion
This graduate field project has been an evolution and culmination of ideas
garnered by this author's experience for several years in both academia and the nursing
profession. This project does not answer all the questions related to lateral violence, but
rather serves as a starting point for exploring a very vast idea.
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Nurses are constantly being asked to add more to their workload due to nursing
shortages and increased patient to nurse ratios. Additionally responsibilities related to
proving the best patient care accompanied by coping with the added stress of lateral
violence, can be overwhelming. Therefore nurses are left to modify their own actions in
order that they do not neglect their patients. So many facets of a nurse's day are based on
outside influences, such as nurse to patient ratios, discharge plans, the number of
operative cases, the flow of necessary equipment, and the unpredictable nature of the
technology nurses rely upon to provide patient care. With so many uncontrollable factors
negatively affecting a nurse's duy, nurses are left with little control of their environment.
The Lateral Violence Education Module will aid nurses in addressing the controllable
factor of lateral violence and be fundamental in helping nurses control and create the
sacred space in which they work. Taking the actions to control and shape the nursing
work environment will create and shape the future of nursing.
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Travelbee's human-to-human relationship theory
As adapted from William Hoble & Theresa Lansinger's conceptual model (Alligood &
Tomey, 2010 p. 62)
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Question # 7
* Have you el'er been a vicrim of lateral violence ?
. Yes - press r
. No - press z
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Types of Lateral Violence
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Types of Lateral Violence
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Types of Lateral Violence
. Withholdirg tnformation- (Covert & Orcrt):
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preferences, hidi-g instnrment locations on set-ups.
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Types of Lateral Violence
, Innuendo:
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Types of Lateral Violence
. Verhal Rernarks (Aftrnts)
r Coyert or Overt , Snide reurarks"
. Abruptly reslrcnding, internrpting.
. Yellfu& ftrmi4g
' l&me Calling
Types of Lateral Violence
r GrouF l*fighti"S-
r establishinga clique, orkey Eroulr
. lsolating others that are equal members ofthe team
based upon one's or$n assumptior,rs and opinions
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Types of Lateral Violence
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Types of Lateral Violence
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Types of Lateral Violence
. UnderminingArtivities
. Di.regardirrg an individual's abilities, and orexpertise.
. Assuming a novice individual in incapable, orignorant
. Refircal to work with an individual based upon your owrr
assumptions.
. Not providing equal educationaland learning rromeuts
for nein' hdfuidrrals"
68
Types of Lateral Violence
. Scapegoating
. Blaming ouE iudividual for EVERTHING thatAlldfiAYs
gcEswrong.
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Types of Lateral Violence
r Scapeguating
. Blamiug one irdividual for EYERTHING tlat Atl IAYS
EorEl#Tong.






Please diuide yoursehnes into tltu groups of nearly *q*l
amsunts"
can lruu iderrtify uihat trrye{s} of lateral violence are
being demsnstrated in the fslloft,ing scenarios?
L
E- =-E
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Scenario # 1
. GroupA
. Sarah is talkirgwithhsco-urorkerAmry and states
. oI surear everytime t wrrkwithAllan tI i= depart r.ent goes to
helt in a hnnd-baslmt. I eant stand working $'ith hirn, he ha=
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Group B
' Will is in the hallway at the scrrrb sink As soon as
Grace tromes out of the operating rtlom he pullsher
aside states
. * HeT did you hear, Kareu iust told sre ttat she fid not
pas hu cutificatiou ena:n...darrn!!That must sarck for
htr".
Karen tfr€u walks into the hallway, and Grace rolls her eyes





. ltlhat type{s} of lateral violence is being demonstrated
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Dollars & Cents.
r Costs asssrirted rrith nursing tursrover
r f, ez,$G'o - 64,ooo lper nu[srE
1)
So What?? Why is this lmportant?
. [ateral Violerce has bEen researched and recognized
aE a problern within uursingfor ormr rI years.
. [t is not going allEry sn its own.
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Toll on the Body
. Victims of lateral violence euperience
. fntrease risk for cardiovascerlar dis€Esc
. Increase stomach upsrt
. Insease use of tohacco
. lnsease use of alcohol
. Iinsease sick (ill-time) fromwuk
' (IGrimekirtrl.roog)
Toll on the mind
Slide 31
Slide 32
. Victims of lateral l'iolence reported:
' Deseased self-estee$r
, Psfchological Upu=t
. Irrsease in Depression
. Lrcreased anxiety
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r Hane ]rou eryrerierrced or seen ary of the previou.s
etrErts of lateral viole-nce in
. Yonrself
. Yourco-r,nsrlmers
. 'Who else ma1" it directly etrEct?
74
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What to do..action plan
. When confrsnted with artions that are vieured or
iderrtified as lateral viole-nce one has the option of
stopping it then and there.
' If a mall fire was burning in the operatingrorlm, would
you wait for it to gro,rv before telling others?
. l.ateral vislenrecan be a sPark!! If ignored the spark




. IAIhen csilfronted or eryreriencing non-v,erhal
innusrdo one rirrr
. IJse "f*: statemerrts such as
. "I H agrlneciate if 1*spoke tonre directtrX"...:
" "Ital{redrg thereisffimethingluu dedre toindude inthe
diec,lffiion..I
" "It loqrksd as ifyour*'anted todd Eoreethingfrour, the
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Verba I Affronts
. \fi/hem addressing directnerbali.zations it rnay he best
to be as direct as the comrnerrts the-msehres..hut urith
tilt..
r Stateurents such as
* *STOPI'
- *ftrat heharior iE HOT tclerated hfre.:
. '%ur actions areorfi of line, norf iE the tiEE to STOPI'




. l,Vlhen confronting pEr*ons tlrat hiX to adrnor,ul*dg*
your input one artion maybe statem€rits such as
. 'I 6a11 nst assist you, unle55 you admit tr a"n here"
. o lhe patieut is uot p"yirr8 frlrus to luaste tiure not
comuurnicatirg".."
' 
o Not working togetherrlorilF, rcdll only prerrent both ofus
getting the iob ahead ofus completed'.
. *You were new to this role orlce tstl... ifsomeone didht
acknourlrdge you then I am sorry..but you can make a
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Sabotage
t lAihen artions har.e been tatrren to stall prsgress or halt
completion of a task, rerninding individuals of the true
fofirs rnay be neressary
r Statemeuts st.ch as
" Touractions are mating au unsafe work envireurnent frr
rne. .and more irnportandry OUR patietrt..."
* oYour behavior may only add more stnEssto ahadyfiffi<ruIt
sitation"
" " NobodT can win out ofthis situation,..nothingcan be
EilirrEd, only lost".
Back-Sta bhing
r Cornplaining to others about a co-nffilrher may h one
of the rnost comrmon furms of lateral viotrence {Griffin,
zoo4).
. Statements to use fpr thsse not directly iuvolrcd may indude
" 'T don'tneed toknorsthis....I
- " Tellingnne is notgoingto letsa and eo kngrr hot*"1uu really
feel"
. " ThllingME r*'ill nothelp t13U sol$E the pohl,eur,.J-
- "I ltare xrerrcr ]rad thaterryerierce rrith....i
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Sca pegoating
I Phying one group $r persoilagainst another! or
Alltfi[ffi placingall the blame on Brre Ferson.
r Statements to address this may be
. o This situatiou Eound,s much mone complex then fcrr irrE
desaibing..-have you ashed the otherperson how th.ey fEel.-.?"
. * Harre 1'ou eqrlmed $rhntrcU can do diflErEntlf to helpthe
eituation...?'
" = Have you had asixnilar eryeriemce with othrm.it maynot be
just that person...."
. *I have asver had that eqp€ri€nrewith that pertron...'
78
Gossip
. Triangulating hehaviors omlyadd d*l"yts addressing
sparlcs of lateral violerrce-
. H.e-dirotiog the actiorl.t ilray be aided by comurerrts
su&, as
" 
o I simply dont belietrethat"
. * It aplledrs that 1uu need tohavethis corsrers*ion with..,, m
mg"
. ' Is this conversationgoing to hdpycf,r, mer orthe othe
pers$n do our ioh* arryktta?...."
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Why address Lateral Violence?
. The nursing prrfession carrt affurd to nst tacHe arts of
trateran violence.
79
. Nur_sing is consistantly ranlced highly"s a trusted
proftssion arnong the general public { }ones,
. [t is imnic that in a profession that garners its
accolades of a rorrrerstone of caring, tlmt art$ of lateral
violence prermitr.
Why address Latera I Violence?
. If left alone acts of lateral violence harre thr poturtial
to destroythe tearn aspert of a rnurk unit"
r Nurses help to create the envirorrmerrt in urhich th*y
$urh it is up to ilr.rrses to change their Hlmoundings if
there is unrest.
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Question # 4,
* C-an you define lateral violence ?
, Yes - Press r
" No - Fress z
. Unsrre- Press 3
. Results
Question # 5
r Have you ever been a victim of lateral violence ?
' les - press r
. No - press e
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Question # 6
. Have you ever been the perpetrator of lateral violence?
r Yes- Press r
. No- Press e




. Flave you ever taXked to ansther co-\rorker other tlran a
charge nurse, supervisor, regardins an issue you had
with an individual at work?
* Yes- Press r
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???? Fosd for thought
r [f ]muansu,ered a:rything other than NO, to question #
T, tharr lmu harc indffid palticipated in lateral
violence.
, \r1le are all human, but beiag aurilre of ouractions is r+'h^*





. nlf you hane come here to help mE youare uasting your
time. But if yo* harre trome because your liheration is
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Appendix C
Lateral Violence Education Module Evaluation Form
Program Evaluation Form
Program Title: Lateral Violence an Education Module











Lateral Violence an Education Module
The RN facilitatorispeaker was knowledgeable
of the subject.
The teaching strategies used were appropriate
for the content-
The content was applicable to my practice/job
responsibilities.
I was able to achieve the following learning
objectives:
Define and identi$r lateral violence and
acts of lateral violence.
Identifl, strategies used to address
individuals during times of conflict,
Identify ramifications of lateral violence
on the nursing profession.
Discuss my own experiences with lateral violence
The speaker addressed the objective.
lncreased my awareness regarding the
topic of lateral violence.







l) Your overall rating of this program
4
Thank You for your responses
Excellent
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